LA City Council OKs Cap On Medical Marijuana Dispensaries

Seeking to bring the city’s medical marijuana dispensary boom under tight control, the Los Angeles City Council decided today to cap the total number at 70, but to allow those that originally registered with the city to remain open.

Under the city’s 2007 moratorium on new dispensaries, 186 registered with the city. Officials believe at least 137 of those remain open in their original locations. Under the motion adopted this afternoon, those dispensaries could stay open but could be required to move to comply with the ordinance’s restrictions on where they may locate.

Related News On Huffington Post:

Charles Karel Bouley: L.A. District Attorney to Snub Obama’s Pot Policy?  
As Eric Holder loosens the ropes on medical marijuana clinics, the D.A. of Los Angeles is gearing up for an offensive against the very clinics to which he promised looser enforcement during the campaign.

Vince Beiser: LA Weekly’s Medical Pot Story is Half-Baked  
Real reporting meets “Reefer Madness” in LA Weekly’s cover story on “LA’s Medical Weed War.” The piece is a rare hybrid: part careful, thorough reporting, part hysterical, unproven allegations.
Medical Marijuana, Inc., Formerly Club Vivaneet (PINKSHEETS: CVIV), Today Announces...  

LegallyBuy.com
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Patients Urge Legalization of Medical Marijuana, Say 'Compassionate Use' Act Pro...
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Medical cannabis - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Medical Marijuana - ProCon.org
Medical Use - NORML
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More in Los Angeles...

Colorado River Water Act Tentatively Invalidated By...  
Droning Away  
Gourmet Ganja: Colorado Medical Marijuana Facility Serves...  
Two Dead And So. Cal Shelters Burdened...
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pascaljim I'm a Fan of pascaljim permalink

Well, it's time to return to the garden....

Mekrabb I'm a Fan of Mekrabb 2 fans permalink

sounds like a cartel

cheetahpea I'm a Fan of cheetahpea 6 fans permalink

I thought the dispensaries were paying taxes on the sales. The LA City Council is being run by the police, not the people and certainly not by those affected by this archaic ruling. Why wouldn't they limit access to medicine, many of the patients are poor or debilitated and can't drive to a store several miles away from their homes. This is a travesty. The people voted for these dispensaries yet their so called representatives seek to deny them the right to use is under medical supervision. Disgusting.

tay tay I'm a Fan of tay tay 2 fans permalink

If pot was taxable there would 70,000 plus dispensaries.

Scott Van Tussenbrook I'm a Fan of Scott Van Tussenbrook 16 fans permalink

Dispensaries in California do pay sales tax. Tens of millions of dollars a year.